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The authors are requested to follow the recommendations given below when preparing their 
abstracts for the 68th Annual Meeting of the Austrian Physical Society to be held in 2018 from 
September 11th - 14th at Graz, organized by the Institute of Experimental Physics at the Graz 
University of Technology. This page should serve as an example for the abstract's format. 
 
The textwidth has to be set to 16 cm, as font type and size Times New Roman 12pt are 
recommended throughout the abstract.  The total number of characters of the body text 
including references should not exceed 2000 characters! The head of the abstract includes - 
each item spaced by a blank line (see above) - a boldfaced written title, the author(s), their 
affilation(s), and the email address of the corresponding author. The name of the presenting 
author should be underlined. In case of several authors working at different institutions please 
do not forget to indicate this by corresponding numbers for authors and affilations. The body 
text should be separated from the head by two blank lines.  
 
It is a long tradition that diploma/master students frequently submit and present their first 
scientific papers at annual meetings of national physical societies. Therefore some general 
outlines for the preparation of abstracts are mentioned here briefly. A short abstract has to be 
a very concise description regarding context, objective, method, results (only the most 
important) and conclusion concerning the work reported of. It serves mainly for the quick 
orientation of an interested reader as a rough overview about a topic. The usual length of the 
abstract is not more than 300 words! Figures, tables and references should not be included as 
far as possible. Non-standard or uncommon abbreviations should be avoided, but if essential 
they must be defined at their first mention in the abstract itself. For further details please 
contact your supervisor before submitting your paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


